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Sustainable Investing
Makes An Impact
A look at why sustainable investments have seen better performance during
the recent market volatility
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES
This material is for general information only and is not intended to provide specific advice or recommendations for any individual. There is
no assurance that the views or strategies discussed are suitable for all investors or will yield positive outcomes. Investing involves risks
including possible loss of principal. Any economic forecasts set forth may not develop as predicted and are subject to change.
References to markets, asset classes, and sectors are generally regarding the corresponding market index. Indexes are unmanaged
statistical composites and cannot be invested into directly. Index performance is not indicative of the performance of any investment and
do not reflect fees, expenses, or sales charges. All performance referenced is historical and is no guarantee of future results.
Any company names noted herein are for educational purposes only and not an indication of trading intent or a solicitation of their
products or services. LPL Financial doesn’t provide research on individual equities.
All information is believed to be from reliable sources; however, LPL Financial makes no representation as to its completeness or accuracy.
The Standard & Poor’s 500 Index (S&P500) is a capitalization-weighted index of 500 stocks designed to measure performance of the broad
domestic economy through changes in the aggregate market value of 500 stocks representing all major industries.
All index data from FactSet.
Sustainable investing is subject to numerous risks, chief among them that returns may be lower than if the financial professional made
decisions based only on investment considerations.
This research material has been prepared by LPL Financial LLC.
Securities and advisory services offered through LPL Financial (LPL), a registered investment advisor and
broker-dealer (member FINRA/SIPC). Insurance products are offered through LPL or its licensed affiliates. To the extent
you are receiving investment advice from a separately registered independent investment advisor that is not an LPL affiliate,
please note LPL makes no representation with respect to such entity.
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